Rec Board meeting Minutes may 2017
Members present: Don Ruffner, Rob Singer, Tom Young, Roxanne
Skrzypek, Ken Huey, Terry krishart(Late)
Visitors Present: Collet Mosier, Jacob Mosier, Andy Mosier, Cory
Straub, Tony Breindel
Don called the meeting to order at 7:00PM with the pledge of
allegiance
Motion to approve April meeting minutes, all were in favor
Jacob Mosier was present with some new ideas for his eagle scout
project at the stage. Members were in favor of some aspects of the
additional work such as a set of steps but against putting stone in front of
the stage in place of the grass.
Cory Straub was present to see if he could run a crochet league again
this year, everyone was ok with that. He said he needed some new ends for
the mallets and rob will look into.
Old Business: Angela Huey field is growing in good from the
replanting with only a few spots needing touched up.
Rubber replacement was discussed again with rob explaining the
process from meeting with contractors on site. Cost is significant but
members felt it should be rebid.
Jerry Zimmerman had requested the board look into purchasing dog
poop disposal stations after some discussion this was put on hold.
New Business: Don explained the need again for water apparatus for
the Angela Huey field to keep the grass healthy during long dry spells.

Prices have been obtained from two different companies. Board was in
favor of putting a purchase request in for the cheaper model.
Discussion was held by the board as to the need of coming up with a
policy on memorials at the park as there wasn’t any more room for new
ones. Also the need for upkeep and replacement was discussed especially
with trees and how long we should be responsible for replacing them.
Members felt we needed a policy for time limits on tree replacement and
new memorials.
Don presented the rentals for the month to the board, all were
approved.
Motion was made to pay for the Dj for the cruise in on July 22nd. All
were in favor.
Roxanne brought up about the fountains needing fixed, it is on the
list of many things to do.
Motion to adjourn, all were in favor.

